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Get the basic elements of your horoscope for an affordable price: instead of 500 EUR, 

only 50 EUR. Here is what you get.  

 

ANGELIC ASCENDANT 

The guardian angel is the eastern constellation and its ruling star. There are 16 such 

constellations for this epoch. Get to know your true natal ascendant! 



SUN SIGN 

There are 13 unequal Sun signs along with additional 3, thus 16 in all. Orion is the 

classical position, Cetus the actual while Sextans is experimental.  

ZODIACAL POSITIONS FOR THE PLANETS 

Bonus: planetary zodiacal positions. The scan includes all planetary positions e.g. Alixe 

has Moon rising in Cetus  

 

EXAMPLE HOROSCOPE - ALIXE 

Alixe was born with rising Moon ascending in Cetus II, Mercury in Sextans; Juno low in 

zodiacal Scutum and Pluto sitting on the ascendant of the USA in Serpens Cauda.  
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PRECESSION, ZODIAC AND ASCENDANT SETS 

The Academic Zodiac redefines reality: not only your own – since now you are in possession of your own guardian angel ascendant – it redefines 

the world we live in on all three magical planes: physical, astral and mental. Even the highest initiates, demigods or demiurges had no precise idea 

of the zodiac: now they do.  

 

12 BUGS FIX 

 

12 ascendants superstition... is there a cure? Yes, the cure is visible all the time in the real observable sky where everyone can observe the 16 

ascendants with one's own naked eyes.  

13 or 12? 

How many bugs there are? As concern “astrology” there are in fact more than 12, even 24 bugs; as the 13 “known” zodiacal stations will 

eventually prove to be zodiacal after all (even when not in your own case) but the ascendant set can not possibly prove anything since it is not 

there at all. Thus, one could say that we have 12 + 12 bugs against our own karma. To think that, through the dark ages, they have been both 

cursed and sanctified even by non-observing priesthood!  

 

12 NIGHTMARES 

 

What are the 16 ascendants? Real constellations and guardian angels of every horoscope. What of the 12 or 13? No one you know has an Aries 

ascendant. Making an “Aries ascendant” out of you was merely a convenient way to keep pulling cheap but lucrative bugs at you. Those bugs ate 

your life. You were living a dream of their own nightmare.  

 

Q: Which zodiacal stations do not rise as eastern ascendants for the epoch?   

A: Aries, Libra, Gemini, Scorpius, Scutum, Sagittarius and Capricornus; to name some. If you have been told that you had Capricornus ascendant; 

it was probably Cetus or Pisces instead. If they classified you like “Scorpius”, it was peradventure Serpens or Ophiuchus.  

 

 

 

WATERY ZODIAC 

 
Uterine little Aries! Not only you don’t rise at east but you are also wet! All zodiacal watery constellations like Capricornus, Aquarius, Cetus, 

Pisces, Taurus and Eridanus are ruled by Pegasean Salacia and Aquarian Neptune. As Salacia happens to wait for Venus in Pegasus, we present 

the Age of Pegasus II as encapsulated within the present Eon of Cetus II. In the year 2011, Jupiter went through Cetus along with a majority of 

planets (Libya, Odyssey Dawn). On spring equinox 2012, Uranus is with the Sun in Cetus. Presently, children are being “exposed” to 8 planets in 

Cetus. Cetacean kids it is then! 

 

 



BAD DREAM OVER 

They stole your angel guardian from you: they crucified your true self to their false 12 ascendants – they whipped your thorny Sun forever in 

Aries. This won’t happen again. The “creatures” that fooled you with their 12 signs will never reach hell at all. Now you know Aries does not 

ascend at east. Now you know there are 16 eastern ascendants for everyone to see. Enjoy 22 zodiacal stations and don’t even spit upon the dead. 

Forever.  

INTRODUCING ASTROLOGY 

Ready for your own Sun sign? And there is more: natal ascendant, Moon sign; 1008 planets. No, not like you used to: these are your real ones. 

You can have your REAL HOROSCOPE, too. Finally. 

 

 

ZODIAC HEALS 

The zodiac heals. Being information, it heals. Also, the true eastern natal ascendant heals – being your own guardian angel. I am your zodiac, 

Academic Zodiac – arise and heal! 

 

 



 

Sextans Moon. Birth time of the zodiac. The Academic Zodiac was symbolically born with this exquisite lunar position. Too bad there were no 

astrologers on the planet back in 1972. If there were any, they’d greatly appreciate the birth of a new tool that will prove to be essential to both 

astronomy and astrology: the zodiac.  

 

 

 

INCONVENIENCE? 

How would you rate not being in possession of your own natal data? 

a) What are natal data for? To which natal data do you allude? 

b) I’d rather keep the government out of my horoscope.  

c) Everybody knows that there are 12 sings: right?  

d) So what if some “true observable” skies are there? We don’t need them! 

e) People have the right to believe in whatever they want and choose to.  

f) I’m no expert. I just don’t believe in crap, that’s all. Got it? 

g) If many people believe in something over eons, how could that be wrong? 

h) The Earth is flat.  

i) I don’t believe in guardian angels coming from the east of the horoscope. 

j) I consider myself in possession of my natal data galore. In fact I am the owner of several natal horoscopes which all describe me – or 

my variegated selves - in full. 

k) My child will keep the same beliefs and UNICEF and NASA can go to hell! 

l) I will keep my old Sun sign and ascendant. I don’t care if it’s wrong. I love it.  

m) What could astronomers possibly know about stars, planets and zodiacs? 

n) If there were any zodiacal offsets at all, someone would notice. Seven signs of offset don’t go unnoticed. 

o) I don’t think my horoscope should have anything to do with the astronomic skies at all. Why should it?  

p) Precession is fabrication. There is no precession. The sun is fixed forever in the Age of Aries for spring equinox? 

q) Screw true skies to one point! Crucifix the Sun in one place. Nothing ever changes! 

r) In my own family, tradition always had precedence over naked eye observation.  

s) My natal data shouldn’t have anything to do with any astronomy at all!  

t) Astronomy is about pretty pictures and astrology is horoscopes you read in the newspapers, right?  

u) This whole NASA affair is fabrication. Astronomers have nothing to do with the zodiac.  



v) Precession, astronomy and the ascendant set of the guardian angels are all fake.  

w) How could astronomers possibly know the position of my own natal Sun?  

x) I have confidence both in my eastern and western horoscope experts.  

y) The Sun always rises at east, I am told?  

z) What does NASA know about stars? 

aa) My own horoscope is no astronomer’s business.  

bb) Inconvenient.  

cc) Welcome. 

dd) Viable. 

ILLUMINATION 

Providing you have or at least intuit a mind of your own, you will readily flee from negative influence by embracing your true natal skies.  
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INSTANT MAGICK & ACADEMIC ZODIAC BESTSELLERS – Recommended Summer 2012 Reads 
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WELCOME TO ACADEMIC ZODIAC 1972 - 2012 



 
Thank you for updating your zodiacal hives. Your Academic Zodiac is installed and ready for use. The dwarf planets set is updated for the last 
findings along with due delineation. Your centaurean swarm is hived. Please always use the latest (16) ascendant set & zodiacal upgrade (22). 
Enjoy your 22 zodiacal stations & 16 eastern - guardian angels – ascendants! If it comes to your attention that anyone near your own hive may be 
using an adequate or outdated zodiac and ascendant set, please do inform and help update that hive. Zodiacal hazard is no longer 1 or 2 or 3 signs - 
as you were probably informed in the past - but is steadily approaching 7 signs of zodiacal offset. Precession rolls the ascendant set back and forth 
as you go. Your wintertime horoscopes may already be affected by more than 5 signs of zodiacal offset. General surgical warning! “For 
entertainment only” horoscopes can severely damage your health. People have been known to severe wrong organs on behalf of “entertaining” 
counsel. Please take head of six signs of zodiacal offset before attempting at astrological health analysis. Check whether your ephemeris set is 
signed by NASA. Please note that “for entertainment only” means you were left alone, helpless and without your own natal Sun sign! Always 
know your Sun sign before engaging in any astrologically guided enterprise!    
 
 
Update for the latest dwarf planets, centaurs and objects of interest with the Academic Zodiac.  
 
Dwarf Planets 26Hhttp://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Dwarf+Planet+Klaudio+Zic+&sorter=relevance-desc  
 
Centaurs +---> 
27Hhttp://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?type=&keyWords=Centaur++Klaudio+Zic+&title=&creator=&rating=&language=&date=&sorter=relevanc
e-desc 
 
 
 
 
ZODIACAL BRIEF 
 
The zodiac features 22 constellations. There are 16 eastern ascendants for the current epoch.  

 
ACADEMIC ZODIAC 1972 - 2012 
 
The zodiac is a serious matter in astronomy, theurgy and astrology for the masses. With the proper planetary positions as absorbed, we have a 

healthy child with its own guardian angel0F

1.  

 

1) The Sun spans through 13 unequal zodiacal stations1F

2: 16 are proposed2F

3; thus Sun in Ophiuchus, Orion, Cetus and facultatively 

Sextans.  

2) The planets and their own zodiacs don’t follow the Sun3F

4. Thus4F

5, we find 22 instead of 13, 155F

6 or 16 zodiacal constellations.   

3)  

 

ASCENDANT SET FOR THE CURRENT EPOCH6F

7 
 
The ascendant set determines racial initiation for the current epoch. The present epoch is tuned to 16 eastern ascendants. The ascendant set rises at 

east. No one you know has an Aries ascendant.  

 

1) If an ascendant set can not be observed, it does not exist.  

2) The present ascendant set marks 16 constellations. 

3) These 16 constellations are also known as guardian angels7F

8.  

4) The ascendants of course rise at east.  

5) In Egypt, we observed e.g. a double set of ascendants comparing to the modern one8F

9. 

6) At the present epoch, meaning also today; Pegasus, Aries, Auriga, Gemini, Cancer, Libra, Scorpius, Scutum, Sagittarius and 

Capricornus are not rising at east. No one you know has an Aries ascendant. Nobody you know has a “Scorpio” or “Capricorn” 

ascendant. Taurus is rising at east for five minutes – your “golden calf of chance”.    

7) Laxmi Ananta is Venus in Hydra9F

10. 

 

CHILDREN OF THE EON 



The children of the Eon are known as dolphin kids. These greatly oppose Hydra kids. The astral totem and protector is one’s personal dolphin – or 

narwhal or whale – whale oil is sometimes used in Cetus III ritual.  

ILLUMINATION 

Providing you have or at least intuit a mind of your own, you will readily flee from negative influence by embracing your true natal skies.  

 

ZODIACAL BRIEF BIS 
 
The zodiac features 22 constellations. There are 16 eastern ascendants for the current epoch. Academic Zodiac – Entertaining all planets10F

11 within 

your real sky natal zodiac since 1972.  

 

 
 
 
2012-Oct-31 00:00  m   Vir 
2012-Nov-01 00:00  m   Lib 
… 
2012-Nov-09 00:00      Lib 
… 
2012-Nov-23 00:00  m   Lib 
2012-Nov-24 00:00  m   Sco 
2012-Nov-25 00:00  m   Sco 
2012-Nov-26 00:00  m   Sco 
2012-Nov-27 00:00  m   Sco 
2012-Nov-28 00:00  m   Sco 
2012-Nov-29 00:00  m   Sco 
2012-Nov-30 00:00  m   Oph 
… 
2012-Dec-17 00:00      Oph 
2012-Dec-18 00:00      Sgr 
 
 
ACADEMIC ZODIAC RTRRT  

 
Welcome to the Academic Zodiac, the first fully scientific zodiac in human history! Considering the richness of the material11F

12, we trust you are 
going to enjoy your stay. You will be delighted to hear that the goal of all astrologers and astronomers has been achieved: astronomy and 
astrology are one. After eons of suffering under wrong data12F

13, we make astrology directly from NASA, thus challenging any superstition against 
the refreshed face of your true natal stars. The honest face of your planets do not allow for duality: one has one horoscope only, not two. This 
astrological détente reunites east and west under a single astronomic sky. Ananta Laxmi is Venus in Hydra.       
 
Among our dearest inventions like the state-of-art secondary angular direction13F

14, we take great pride in IPD – Instant Planetary Delineation. 
Delineation for a new planet is written on the fly from the incipient moment it was discovered! Sometimes delineations are published e.g. even 
before the official NASA announcement. Such was the case with Quaoar of the dwarf planets.  
 
The official years of astrology come in twos: namely 1972 marks the invention of the zodiac while 1982 spawns the Aspectarian; 1992 delineates 
our first TNO14F

15 and finally 2012 splashes Uranus into Cetus for the Eon of Cetus II.  
 
As the incipient horoscopes were considerably priced according to their size, several minor formats were offered to the public. Understandably, a 
standard15F

16 1500 pages horoscope is not exactly something that you download for free.  
 
Considering the volume of the offer – it takes days to browse through a single catalog – custom requests would seem most unlikely albeit they do 
happen all the time as welcome surprise! In the case that the client has a special request, we will be very happy to arrange it for him. Special 
delivery may e.g. include tailored RTRRT future-changing applications16F

17: our clients don’t suffer from bad transits17F

18 at all18F

19.   
 
 

INSTANT MAGICK & ACADEMIC ZODIAC BESTSELLERS 

 

Personal Cosmic Secretary 28Hhttp://users.tmok.com/~tarant8l/astrology/astrology.html O5IRIS 



Instant Healing 29Hhttp://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Instant+Healing+Klaudio+Zic+&sorter=relevance-desc 

Marriage Rendering 30Hhttp://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Marriage+Rendering+Klaudio+Zic&sorter=relevance-desc 

Mini RTRRT 31Hhttp://inkmesh.com/search/?qs=Mini+RTRRT+Initiation+Klaudio+Zic+&btnE=Find+Ebooks 

Prosperity Rendering 

32Hhttp://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?type=&keyWords=Prosperity+Rendering+Klaudio+Zic&x=0&y=0&sitesearch=lulu.com&q= 

Wish Wheel 33Hhttp://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Wish+Wheel+Klaudio+Zic+&sorter=relevance-desc 

Magick initiation 34Hhttp://inkmesh.com/search/?qs=Book+cheap+Instant+Magick+initiation+Klaudio+Zic+&btnE=Find+Ebooks  
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--- 

All minute forecasts are provided as „fairly reliable19F

20 personal guesswork“ in disclaiming any and all warranties, whether express or 
implied, including  - without limitation - any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
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1 The passage of course refers to the 16 guardian angels or even elementary permutations of the Tarot Aspectarian.  
2 The IAU borders taken more elastic, we have 15, even 16 zodiacal stations for the Sun.  
3 Mostly as historical.  
4 Don’t exactly follow in the Sun’s path, that is: diverge from the ecliptic.  
5 Moon included! 
6 15 is a fair proposal, but we could not resist the call of 16.  
7 Eon of Cetus II. 
8 Precisely, their main star is guardian angel! 
9 The publications may have survived October 2011 clean-up. Namely, different sets of ascendants were published until a decade ago.  
10 As rising omen for Palden Dorje vs the Antichrist.  
11 Delineation for all dwarf planets, centaurs, outer guardians, comets, planets, satellites, Apoheles, main belt comets, historical asteroids, earth Trojan moons; stars, 
deep sky objects, Dark Flux, Axis of Evil, Witchallow, stargates … 
12 The material in fact grew so lush that we safely disposed of over 11000 publications from the server in mid-October 2011, deeming that whatever remains will more 
than suffice for the incipient Eon astrologist and magus.  
13 The zodiacal offset approaches seven signs in winter nativities.  
14 Directing planets is called astrology. Hundreds of directions stand at the disposal of the incipient astrologer.  
15 1992 QB1 features as prominent along with a χ1 Orionis “Osama” Moon and Eris W 0 in Cetus in the 9-11 charts. The (exact) descending position has been 
formulated in the year 1992 as “fatal to marriage viz Down syndrome”.   
16 The historical standards still persist in 1500 pp and 250 pp formats. Prices may vary along with e.g. fairly elastic delivery deadline. While - historically - the guardian 
angel ascendant was regularly priced 500 €, one could obtain it for 50 € on special occasion. Considering the busy workshop within an island as surrounded by chaos, 
apparently eccentric pricing comes natural.   
17 Typically PCS or the Personal Cosmic Secretary from the RTRRT suite of instant magick tools.  
18 Or any transit at all. In the dark past, amateurs would peruse “transits” where 500 directions were at the disposal of the incipient astrologer.   
19 They don’t have them. What threatened the sample client against global superstition was rather the inadequacy and incapability of the improvised “astrologist”, not 
said transit that was regularly miscalculated with the rest of the “horoscope” anyway.  
20 The minute and second of your next marriage serves for an example.  
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